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2NEXUS Global
Prolog

We really like to welcome you at NEXUS Global. This company has been founded for one reason, to create a stable and longterm 
multi-level-marketing, which does not exclude anybody, doesn’t matter from which country, which level of society or from which 
financial background somebody comes.  

The building of a healthy company culture is on our agenda the first topic par with economic success. We are acting worldwide on 
every continent. We are really looking forward to work with you!  

NEXUS Global Board 

Prolog
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Welcome! 

Welcome at NEXUS Global!  

In the following you will find our business presentation, which reflects the whole 
variety of our company portfolio and which should give potential new partners a 
briefly overview about our vision and idea.  

Of course this presentation can be used for training purposes of existing partners, 
because in the repetition is the power!  

Welcome! 



PLATO
The beginning is the most important part of the work!  

Lern to listen and you will even benefit from those, who are 
talking nonsense. 
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Some words from our CEO 

Christian Michel 
Scheibener, CEO 

NEXUS Global

I see NEXUS as an international company which follows a 
different approach regarding leadership. Those leaders 
who create the company culture with us together are much 
more important than only focusing on the turnover. 

Philosophy, an excerpt
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The core team 

Christian Michel 
Scheibener

Michael Thomale Prof. Dr. Stephan 
Welk

Christian Michel Scheibener is working in the high sales  
sector for nearly 20 years. His career is based on a 

university degree in finance and a couple of years of  
leadership experience in the mlm sector. As a crypto  
enthusiast he will lead NEXUS to the highest heights.  

Michael Thomale is an entrepreneur for 27 years. 
Michael is working furthermore as a consultant,  
is educating many people worldwide and is a 

shareholder of some companies. He is a specialist  
in consulting, exit strategies, ico/ipo.

Prof. Dr. Stephan Welk is an economist and lawyer. 
After his graduation he began to to study at universities 
in Germany and England. After that he started to do  
his doctorate with the topic.“Possibilities of overcoming 

 bottlenecks and rehabilitation in the crisis management 
 of medium-sized companies.
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The core team 

Manuel Garcia Arndt 
Bieberstein

He is not calculating in days or weeks, he counts  
clicks and leads. Manuel Garcia is working in the  

online marketing sector and has placed himself and 
his company quite good in the Facebook Performance  

Marketing and smart funnel concepts business. 

Webapps, databases, project planning,  
automation- A real IT handy man. Since his childhood 

 Arndt is a passionate programmer and software 
architect. The more complex the process, so more he likes 

it.
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What is Bitcoin?

Bitcoin is a digital currency, which is decentral and uses cryptography to encode the 
cryptocurrency. Bitcoin was born in the year 2009 and uses the SHA-256 algorithm. 
But how strong is that currency in reality? It begun in 2009 with a value of dollar 
cents, went up to 20.000 US Dollar for just one Bitcoin, to stabilize now around 
8.600 US Dollars. Analysts are talking about much more value in the upcoming 
years. But the basic idea of cryptocurrency is different, the vision was to bank the 
unbanked and there are nearly 2,5 Billion people out there who have no access to 
our existing financial system. Bitcoin could be a real alternative for this group. 

Bitcoin is produced via a process called Mining, computer hardware is used and 
quite a bit of electricity is needed, to solve the arithmetical problem with the help of 
the Bitcoin algorithm.  

NEXUS is delivering the mining directly to you and this with a fantastic high output  
of Bitcoins!  
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E-Sports, the new one in the class 

More than 2,6 Billion are playing video games worldwide, says a well known market 
research company. The turnover in this business sector will be over 1 Billion US Dollars 
this year. In the year 2024 E-Sports will be olympic! This is enough reason to 
implement E-Sports in our company for you.  

The platform www.esports.com reflects perfectly the market and its rapid changes. 
Our distributors get the possibility through the E-Sports ICO to participate directly 
and without detours on this huge opportunity.  

We are really proud to offer you this big deal! 

E-Sports
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How do you start? >>> World 1

1 2 43

First you have to choose a mining 
package with access to the NEXUS 
Academy, but have in mind, you need 
a 500$ Kickstarter Package to be 
eligible for the binary plan. The 
Academy starts directly with the 
smaller package that we offer. 

STEP1

Furthermore you get access to the 
8crypt Wallet and its products like the 
Exchange, Lotto, Forex Trading, 
Crypto Trading, Live Wetten, Crypto 
Casino

STEP3

The Mining Packages start to send 
results to your personal wallet from the 
day of activation right after 21 days. 
But you get the access to the NEXUS 
Academy instantly. Here you will find 
some explanations about our products 
and a marvelous funnel & marketing 
system and even more. 

STEP2 Please have in mind that we have a 
very strict KYC conditions. We try to 
lift the company to more transparency, 
which means a lot in these times where  
regulators are behind this topic. This is 
essential for the ongoing process of 
creating a stable foundation of 
NEXUS Global. Just upload you ID 
card or Passport and a utility bill. 

STEP4
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How do you start? >>> World 2

1 2 43

First you have to choose a mining 
package with access to the NEXUS 
Academy, but have in mind, you need 
a 50$ Mini Starter Package to be 
eligible for the binary plan. The 
Academy starts directly with the 
smaller package that we offer. 

STEP1

Furthermore you get access to the 
8crypt Wallet and its products like the 
Exchange, Lotto, Forex Trading, 
Crypto Trading, Live Wetten, Crypto 
Casino

STEP3

The Mining Packages start to send 
results to your personal wallet from the 
day of activation right after 21 days. 
But you get the access to the NEXUS 
Academy instantly. Here you will find 
some explanations about our products 
and a marvelous funnel & marketing 
system and even more. 

STEP2 Please have in mind that we have a 
very strict KYC conditions. We try to 
lift the company to more transparency, 
which means a lot in these times where  
regulators are behind this topic. This is 
essential for the ongoing process of 
creating a stable foundation of 
NEXUS Global. Just upload you ID 
card or Passport and a utility bill. 

STEP4
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NEXUS Mining Packages in the binary plan

Mining Payout Bitcoin: 
100 GH/s 

Mining period: 
24 month 

 

Bronze I 

Mining Payout Bitcoin: 
200 GH/s 

Mining period: 
24 month 

More InformBronze II

Mining Payout Bitcoin: 
400 GH/s 

Mining period: 
24 month 

More InformBronze III 

Mining Payout Bitcoin: 
2000 GH/s 

Mining period: 
24 month 

Silver I

* the mining starts 21 days after the package has been activated
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NEXUS Mining Packages in the binary plan

Mining Payout Bitcoin: 
4000 GH/s 

Mining period: 
24 month 

Silver II

Mining Payout Bitcoin: 
30000 GH/s 

Mining period: 
24 month 

Mining Payout Bitcoin: 
12000 GH/s 

Mining period: 
24 month 

Silver III

Mining Payout Bitcoin: 
20000 GH/s 

Mining period: 
24 month 

Gold I Gold II

* the mining starts 21 days after the package has been activated
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NEXUS Mining Packages in the binary plan

Mining Payout Bitcoin: 
40000 GH/s 

Mining period: 
24 month 

Gold III

Mining Payout Bitcoin: 
60000 GH/s 

Mining period: 
24 month 

Platin I

Mining Payout Bitcoin: 
200000 GH/s 

Mining period: 
24 month 

Mining Payout Bitcoin: 
100000 GH/s 

Mining period: 
24 month 

Platin II Platin III

* the mining starts 21 days after the package has been activated
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NEXUS Academy Packages

Bronze Mining

1

Silver Binary Options

2

Gold Forex Trading

3

Our education packages do not only educate, no, they will help you with the identification of new prospects for your business. 
Our fully automated funnel & marketing system will do all the work needed for you, leads will help you to transform into  

new partners. The structure of the Academy and the delivering of the content are made a bit more alive by using the quiz form. 
All the content has been written down and/or is build into videos.     

http://www.nexus.education

http://www.nexus.education
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NEXUS Academy Packages

Platin Crypto

1

Diamond ICO/IPO

2

Our education packages do not only educate, no, they will help you with the identification of new prospects for your business. 
Our fully automated funnel & marketing system will do all the work needed for you, leads will help you to transform into  

new partners. The structure of the Academy and the delivering of the content are made a bit more alive by using the quiz form. 
All the content has been written down and/or is build into videos.     

http://www.nexus.education

http://www.nexus.education
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Our products in the unilevel plan

Live Wetten
Have fun with international live sports 

betting. Doesn’t matter if you like 
soccer, tennis, basketball or whatever 
arouses your interest. If your downline 
uses this product, you will earn up to 

the 8th generation. 

Crypto Casino

In the crypto casino you can take 
advantage of all the typical casino 
games, like Black Jack, Roulette or 

different slot machines. And of course 
you can use crypto to load this game. 

Forex Trading
Forex Trading at it´s best. Everybody 

gets a chance here, if you are a pro or 
a beginner, trade stocks and/or 

commodities if you want.  
Forex & CFD´s trades like a pro or 

with the product Simplex completely 
full automated. 
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Our products in the unilevel plan

Lotto

Dive deep into the world of Online 
Lotto. The market is huge, alone in 

Europe more than 3 million people are 
playing Lotto each year. It is a multi 

billion market year per year. 

ICO / IPO

The king of the products, ICO & IPO. 
This is one of the most difficult fields in 

the financial field in these days. We 
are offering you products proofed and 

from huge companies. 

Crypto Trading
You want to multiply your mining 

results? Then this is the place to be! 
Crypto Trading made easy and 

accessible for everyone. Furthermore 
crypto trading has a high potential of 

profits. 



COMPENSATION 
PLAN 
World 1 + 2



BINARY 
PLAN
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Binary Plan Definition - World 1 + 2 / Direct Sales Bonus

You can earn with every package the same, 
10% direct sales commission for a direct 
referral. The 10% are calculated from the 
mining package price your prospect activates.   

The Direct Sales Bonus has no requirements.   
We want to give everybody a chance to 
participate with our free package in our 
system. 

This bonus is a binary related bonus! 

Direct Sales Bonus 10% - World 1+2

�
The commission from the direct sales bonus 
is not capped, you can earn unlimited!  
The commission is paid when your prospect 
activates the account. 

no capping of the bonus

works even with a free 
package up to 30 days
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Binary Plan - Definition World 2

To participate in the binary plan of 
NEXUS Global you need to have at least 
a Kickstarter Package (500 points). 
Furthermore it is necessary to sponsor in 
each leg a direct partner . You need 
minimum 500 points left and right, this 
can be reached in each leg with one 
package or through multiple packages. 

Binary Bonus 10% - World 1 *country list in the attachment

�
The maximum weekly income is capped at 
35.000$. The Commission is calculated at 
24h Sunday MEZ. The upcoming Monday 
your commission is paid to your wallet. 

Max. 35.000$ binary bonus 
weekly
Minimum an own 50$ Mini 
Starter Paket
Minimum 50 points in each leg, bu 
needs to be self sponsored. 
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Binary Plan - Definition World 2

To participate in the binary plan of 
NEXUS Global you need to have at least 
a Mini Starter Package (50 points). 
Furthermore it is necessary to sponsor in 
each leg a direct partner . You need 
minimum 50 points left and right, this can 
be reached in each leg with one package 
or through multiple packages. 

Binary Bonus 10% - World 2 *country list in the attachment

�
The maximum weekly income is capped at 
35.000$. The Commission is calculated at 
24h Sunday MEZ. The upcoming Monday 
your commission is paid to your wallet. 

Max. 35.000$ binary bonus 
weekly
Minimum an own 50$ Mini 
Starter Paket
Minimum 50 points in each leg, bu 
needs to be self sponsored. 
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Matching Bonus

1 4

2 5

3 6

Generation

Generation

Generation

Generation

Generation

Generation

5%*

3%*

2%*

1%*

0,75%*

0,50%*

NEXUS Ranks* 
Bronze 
Silver                    Generation 1 
Sapphire               Generation 1+2 
Ruby                    Generation 1+2+3 
Emerald                Generation 1+2+3+4 
Diamond               Generation 1+2+3+4 
Double Diamond    Generation 1+2+3+4+5 
Triple Diamond      Generation 1+2+3+4+5 
Black Diamond      Generation 1+2+3+4+5+6 
Crown Diamond     Generation 1+2+3+4+5+6

MATCHING BONUS 

The Matching Bonus is paid 
weekly from the binary bonus 
of your downline.  

But the downline needs to be 
from your self sponsored line. 

The matching bonus is depend 
on the rank of the distributor.  
The higher the rank, the 
deeper the generation of 
earning. But it goes maximum 
to the 6th generation. The 
matching bonus is not capped.



NEXUS Global
Leadership Ranks
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Leadership Ranks

1 2 3

4 5 6

Requirements: minimum 500 points in the left and 
right leg within a month, from minimum one direct 
recommendation.  
Award Bronze Pin. 

Requirements: minimum one Bronze Rank in each 
leg, furthermore minimum 5.000 points in the 
stronger leg and minimum 2.500 points in the 
weaker leg. Award: Silver Pin

Requirements: minimum one Silver Rang in each 
leg, furthermore minimum 15.000 points in the 
stronger leg and minimum 7.500 points in the 
weaker leg. Award: Sapphire Pin

Requirements: minimum one Sapphire Rang in 
each leg, furthermore minimum 30.000 points in 
the stronger leg and minimum 15.000 points in 
the weaker leg. Award: Ruby Pin

Requirements: minimum 3 Ruby Ranks in the 
stronger leg, furthermore minimum 1 Ruby Rank in 
the weaker leg and 60.000 points in the stronger  
leg and minimum 30.000 points in the weaker leg. 
Award: Emerald Pin

Requirements: minimum 3 Emerald Ranks in the 
stronger leg, furthermore minimum 1 Emerald 
Rank in the weaker leg and 120.000 points in the 
stronger leg and minimum 80.000 points in the 
weaker leg. Award: Diamond Pin
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Leadership Ranks

7 8 9

10

Requirements: minimum 2 Diamond Ranks in each 
leg, furthermore 400.000 points in the stronger 
leg and minimum 200.000 points in the weaker 
leg. Award: Double Diamond Pin

Requirements: minimum 5 Double Diamond Ranks 
in total, minimum 2 Double Diamonds in the 
weaker leg and 2 Mio points in the stronger leg 
and minimum 800.000 points in the weaker leg. 
Award: Tripple Diamond Pin

Requirements: minimum 6 Tripple Diamond Ranks 
in total, minimum 2 Tripple Diamonds in the 
weaker leg and 6 Mio points in the stronger leg 
and minimum 4 Mio points in the weaker leg. 
Award: Black Diamond Pin

Requirements: minimum 7 Black Diamond Ranks 
in total, minimum 3 Black Diamonds in the weaker 
leg and 12 Mio points in the stronger leg and 
minimum 8 Mio points in the weaker leg. Award: 
Crown Diamond Pin
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Leadership Retreats

Playstation 4 
or 

400,00 $  
(approx 80% of value)
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Leadership Retreats

Apple Macbook 
or 

1.000,00 $  
(approx 80% of value)
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Leadership Retreats

Traumreise 
or 

2.000,00 $  
(approx 80% of value)
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Leadership Retreats

Rolex Submariner 
or 

6.000,00 $  
(approx 80% of value)
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Leadership Retreats

Sea Ray Sundancer 265  
or 

100.000,00 $ 
(approx 80% of value)
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Leadership Retreats

Lamborghini URUS 
or 

200.000,00 $ 
(approx 80% of value)
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Leadership Retreats

500.000,00$ 
Prize + 

Crown Diamond Gold Ring



UNILEVEL



�
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Unilevel Bonus 

Our Un i leve l P lan runs comple te l y 
independent from our binary plan. 

A) Crypto Casino 
B) Online Lotto 
C) Forex Trading 
D) Cryptotrading 
E) ICO/IPO 
F) Sport- und Livebetting 

Commission is paid over 8 generations.  

1. Generation     2% 
2. Generation     1% 
3. Generation     0,75% 
4. Generation     0,50% 
5. Generation     0,40% 
6. Generation     0,30% 
7. Generation     0,20% 
8. Generation     0,10% 

The generations need to be from the self 
sponsored line.  

Unilevel Bonus over 8 generations

>>>The Commission will be paid from 
payins of the downline<<<

no capping of this bonus
you participate from every 
payin of your downline up 
to the 8th generation 
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A view into the future! 

A view into the future!
NEXUS
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NEXUS Mobile APP - Android & Iphone

A company like NEXUS Global 
needs to have targets. Even we can 
not achieve everything at once, 
therefore we have planned our 
mobile application for this summer. 
Our distributors will have more 
comfortable features soon   

We are really looking forward to this!

NEXUS Handy APP
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Why NEXUS? 

Diversification is the magic 
word! There is not only the 

mining, there are more products 
to benefit of. 

All our competitors are 
collecting money from 

distributors to buy the hardware 
needed, we have the mining 
hardware BEFORE we start. 

The hybrid plan of binary and 
unilevel plan makes NEXUS 

interesting for affiliates, online 
marketers and mlm friends. 

The worldwide access with only 
25$ makes it possible for the 
whole world to step into the 

mining business.

Income weak countries can 
participate into the binary plan 

only with a 50$ package, 
something that is quite unique 

on the world market. 

The own exchange platform, 
combined with wallets free of 

charge and an own crypto 
credit card build a strong 

foundation. 

The advisory board of NEXUS 
Global consists of politics, high 

potential economists and 
diplomats.  

Everybody can start at NEXUS 
Global with a Free Package, 

cause you can earn uncapped 
direct sales bonus for 30 days 

and earn your very own 
package without putting in your 

own money.
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Business Presentation 

Thank you for your  
attention! 



ATTACHMENT



COUNTRY WORLD 2 PLAN: YES OR NO
Afghanistan yes

Albania yes
Algeria yes
Andorra yes
Angola yes

Antigua and Barbuda yes
Argentina yes
Armenia yes
Australia no
Austria no

Azerbaijan yes
Bahamas yes
Bahrain no

Bangladesh yes
Barbados yes
Belarus yes
Belgium no
Belize yes
Benin yes

Bhutan yes
Bolivia yes

Bosnia and Herzegovina yes
Botswana yes

Brazil no



COUNTRY WORLD 2 PLAN: YES OR NO
Brunei Darussalam no

Bulgaria yes
Burkina Faso yes

Burundi yes
Cabo Verde yes
Cambodia yes
Cameroon yes
Canada no

Central Africa Republic yes
Chad yes
Chile yes
China no

Colombia yes
Congo yes

Costa Rica yes
Cote d´lvoire yes

Croatia yes
Cuba yes
Cyprus no

Czech Republic no
North Korea no business allowed 

Democratic Republic of Con yes
Denmark no
Djibouti yes



COUNTRY WORLD 2 PLAN: YES OR NO
Dominica yes

Dominican Republic yes
Ecuador yes
Egypt yes

El Salvador yes
Equatorial Guinea yes

Eritrea yes
Estonia no
Ethiopia yes

Fiji yes
Finland no
France no
Gabon yes
Georgia yes
Germany no
Ghana yes
Greece no

Grenada yes
Guatemala yes

Guinea yes
Guinea-Bissau yes

Guyana yes
Haiti yes

Honduras yes



COUNTRY WORLD 2 PLAN: YES OR NO
Hungary yes
Iceland no
India yes

Indonesia yes
Iran yes
Iraq yes

Ireland no
Israel no
Italy no

Jamaica yes
Japan no
Jordan yes

Kazakhstan yes
Kenya yes
Kiribati yes
Kuwait no

Kyrgyzstan yes
Lao People´s Democratic Republic yes

Latvia no
Lebanon yes
Lesotho yes
Liberia yes
Libya yes

Liechtenstein no



COUNTRY WORLD 2 PLAN: YES OR NO
Lithuania no

Luxembourg no
Macedonia yes
Madagascar yes

Malawi yes
Malaysia yes
Maldives yes

Mali yes
Malta no

Marshall Island no
Mauritania yes
Mauritius no
Mexico yes

Micronesia yes
Monaco no
Mongolia yes

Montenegro yes
Morocco yes

Mozambique yes
Myanmar yes
Namibia yes
Nauru yes
Nepal yes

Netherlands no



COUNTRY WORLD 2 PLAN: YES OR NO
New Zealand no

Nicaragua yes
Niger yes

Nigeria yes
Norway no
Oman no

Pakistan yes
Palau yes

Panama yes
Papua New Guinea yes

Paraguay yes
Peru yes

Philippines yes
Poland no

Portugal no
Qatar no

South Korea no
Republic of Moldova yes

Romania yes
Russian Federation no

Rwanda yes
Saint Kitts and Nevis yes

Saint Lucia yes
Saint Vincent and the Grenadine yes



COUNTRY WORLD 2 PLAN: YES OR NO
Samoa yes

San Marino no
Sao Tome and Principe yes

Saudi Arabia no
Senegal yes
Serbia yes

Seychelles yes
Sierra Leone yes
Singapore no
Slovakia no
Slovenia no

Solomon Islands yes
Somalia yes

South Africa yes
South Sudan yes

Spain no
Sri Lanka yes

Sudan yes
Suriname yes
Swaziland yes
Sweden no

Switzerland no
Syrian Arab Republic yes

Tajikistan yes



COUNTRY WORLD 2 PLAN: YES OR NO
Thailand yes

Timor-Leste yes
Togo yes
Tonga yes

Trinidad and Tobago yes
Tunisia yes
Turkey no

Turkmenistan yes
Tuvalu yes

Uganda yes
Ukraine yes

United Arab Emirates no
United Kingdom of Great Britain no

United Republic of Tanzania yes
United States of America no

Uruguay no
Usbekistan yes
Vanuatu yes

Venezuela yes
Vietnam yes
Yemen yes
Zambia yes

Zimbabwe yes


